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background: Aortic stenosis (AS) not only reflects aortic valve disease but also myocardial and systemic arterial dysfunction. We use the B-Pro 
device, a novel radial artery applanation tonometry device, to characterize the aortic pulse profile of AS patients and compare them against controls.
methods: We used the B-Pro device to study the left radial artery pulse profile of 117 consecutive patients; 21 patients had AS. Elements of the 
pulse profile is illustrated in the Figure.
results: Patients with AS were older (74±14 vs 62±14 y, p<0.001). The prevalence of smoking was 13%, hypertension 80%, diabetes 35%, 
dyslipidemia 82%, CKD 21% and IHD 41%; these were similar between those with or without AS. LVEF was similar (66±10 vs 65±11%, p=0.650). 
Systolic and diastolic BP were similar. While the mean central aortic pressure was similar, the central aortic pulse pressure was greater in AS patients 
(59±20 vs 51±16 mmHg, p=0.045). Patients with AS had a higher systolic peak time (202±45 vs 152±49 ms, p<0.001), lower systolic upstroke 
gradient (0.35±0.10 vs 0.42±0.14 mmHg/ms, p=0.022), longer systolic component of the cardiac cycle (43±7 vs 39±5%, p=0.001), and increased 
area under the curve in systole (denoted A) (19±8 vs 15±6 mmHg.ms, p=0.034).
conclusions: The B-Pro device affords real time microscopic arterial pulse waveform analysis. There are significant differences between the pulse 
profiles of AS patients and their normal counterparts. The prognostic implications of these differences warrant further study.
 
